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Small Turnout Listens
To 14 Frosh Candidates
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Polls will be open Friday the
same hours.
Booths in the election will be
located in three places on campus.
Sites are the Spartan Bookstore,
Cafeteria and also between the
GET THE HINT?Election Board members, left to right, Tom
Journalism Building and Women’s
Hawker. Bev Rauh, Robin Phillips and Harold Kushins, remind
Gym.
freshmen that they should go to the polls tomorrow and Friday
processIBM
time,
first
the
For
to
vote for four freshman representatives.
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in the ASH general
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the marlanif
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Election Board Committee memSJS Stis 1.11,1m.
ber Harold Rushirc -aid yesterday he the temporary home kn.
students wishing to study abroad..
EARN CREDIT
Younghill Rang, noted author
Seventeen SJS students have just
Isming a year of study, students
begun studies in European uni- will emm aboot :.10 units of credit i, and lecturer, will speak on "Peace
versifies.
acceptable at SJS, Professor God- .of Mind: An Oriental Approach"
Ogilvie
today. 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall.
International Programs is a hart said.
California State Colleges’ project
The students must pay trans,1 former professor of English
ythat sent 108 students to Europe tiortai in costs to the school and i New York University. Kong
Slated
for study this year. Next year si oso lor 11 months of room
holds two Guggenheim Awards in
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which he calls "the most honest
ships 11,M SOLIW of the countries Herald Tribune, Travel magazine,
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students. During their stay in
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with European roommates.
This year the Americans are
liens,’,, rising float chairmen studying at universities in Aix will meet this esening at 7 at Marseille, Stockholm, Heidelberg.
the stems Ni house to Mamma and Madrid. In addition to these
rules and themes for their pa- schools next year’s students may
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SJS Students May Study
In European Universities
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Decade Test
For Teaching,
Says Phelps
Whether I lie teaching pr,Ths.
-.ion guides itself and becomes,
aspaal as a profession to lass or
medicine will depend on decisions
made in the next decade, said
Hobert E. Phelps.
Phelps, executive secretary for
the California College and University Faculty Association, spoke
before the Student California
Teachers Association yesterday
afternoon
He rept a ced the scheduled
speaker Dr. Charles E. Hamilton,
state adviser tea SCTA, who was
unable to speak.
Phelps emphasized the complexity of the parent organization,
California Teachers Association
(CFAS He said that the organization has 135,000 members, including teachers anal administrators.
"Its complexity is its strength
/to well as its challenge," he stated. "We have to get all the people
in teaching together."
Ile said that SCTA offers a
great opportunity for the student
as it enables him to study the
profession, and examine the concepts, ideals, structures and procedures of the teaching profession
and parent organization.

Younghill Kang
Here To Discuss Classic Films
Presents Two
Oriental Philosophy Foreign Movies

No. 16

Peace Corps Tests
To Begin Friday
Special placement,: te,t,,. P». the Peace Corps will 1-ip given to
interested SJS students 1111111 Oct. 11-19
The tests will be given in conjunction with a visit by Peace
Corps officials headed by R. Sargent Shrives to the SJS campus.
Arrangements to take the tests may he made at the Peace
Corps information booth which will be set up across from the book-craig Ward, director of Public
Support of the Corps, arse -el yesterday to lay the grounds. sek for the arrival of the team
iday.
- Peace Corp, on SJS College
Wftk"
will begin when
’is Director Shrives speaks be ’ii students and faculty Friday
at 10::30 a.m. in the Men’s Gym three-ds. Jong conference will
misium.
be condensts1 into an hour’s discussion at today’s Student Councif ingThoef
PSehriciveerC,"ArPssso(tielaatme, Directornsist
Associated Student Body Pres. Warren W. Wiggins, Public Affairs
Steve Larson will report on the official Sally R. Saltonstall, Chief
California State College Student of the Suitability Screening Branch
Presidents’ Association meeting at Ntint’Y McDowell Carter and
California Polytechnic Institute James Sheahan. one of the first
last Friday, Saturday and Sunda*. volunteer, to ..erve in Sirra Leone,
will be available to
Other business tit the meeting, West
slated at 2:30 in the College Union, campus groups for speaking enincludes reports from Pres. Lar- gagements.
Interested groups should make
son on the Peacock. the colored
supplement to Spartan Daily, and arrangements with Donald It.
Ryan, Assistant to Dean of Stua report on Tower Hall.
In other discussion, the council dents, Adm269,

Pres. Larson A,iirs
eport :, , puS
0 n C onference

. will talk about a policy on controversial speakers on campus.
Other matters on totlay’s agenda
includ.::
I. Additional United Student
and
Wahni...
, Pres. John
Loan funds.
. "Forbidden Games," the main
2. College Union financial pic- Executive Dean C. Grant inarton
’feature
of
the
classic
film
series ture.
1
are meeting with state financial
;today, will be preceded by a 14 3. Appointments to Spartacamp and construction officials in Ingleminute preliminary film, "Bamand other committees.
wood today to discuss Tower Hall’s
bini in Citta."
destiny.
-Bambini in Gatti," a story of
The Board of Trustees’ Campus
children at play in wartime ruins
Planning Committee tomorrow will
of Milan, has an Italian commenhear action taken at today’s meettary.
ing.
There will be a five-minute inThe Trustees will hear the comtermission between this and the
Friday
mi ’... s recommend::t.
teat are film so that those students not proficient in Italian may
miss the preliminary film.
A reliable so sse at the Ssi,
"Forbidden Games." hailed by Jose District Attorney’s office
film critics as perhaps the great- stated yesterday that Jay Sentet
est war film since "Grande Illu- and John Sattui. alleged perpeInter-Fraternity Council Judicision," is in French dialogue with trators of the Oct. 4 beer bust
English subtitles.
which resulted in the arrest of 17 ary members will be announced
Both films may be seen in T11- minors, face a maximum of six this evening at the hi -monthly
55 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.
months in jail and or a $500 fine meeting of the !EC, tau be held
at the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
if found guilty.
Senter and Sattui are charged house.
The dinner meeting is scheduled
with distributing alcoholic beverages in a public place without a to begin at 5:30 p.m.
In addition, a speech will be
license, and selling an alcoholic
made by a member of the San
Ikeveraste to minors.
They will be arraigned in San Jose Police Department, WC
Pres Howie Reed announced.
Jose Municipal Court Oct. 15.

SJS Executives
At Tower Meeting

’Beer Bust’ Hosts
May Be Jailed
If Found Guilty

IFC To Announce
Judiciary Board

New Soviet ’Let Live’ Attitude
More Evident, Says Pearson

Parade Meeting

essed in

A REMINDER TO VOTE

that No. 7 will lie putudied on the
ASB cards.
When students reweave the It! NT
ballots, they isill tails
mark in the oval on the, ’edit at
the candidate’s mina,
All names will lie printed on all
ballots.
Two thousand ballots have been
printed, and Committee Chairman
Hawker thinks these should
enough to handle the 5,0(X) reslstered freshmen.
Freshmen represenative candidates are listed on the ballot in
this order: Jerry Spotter, Kathy
Patten, Melinda Smith, Dee Dee
Dwight, Rick Trout, Margaret
Bonanno, Gloria Anthony, If i I I
Clark, Art Aurand, Ism Carder,
Judi Nielson, Bill Klaban, Judy
Clark and Bruce Morris.
There is room for four write-in
candidates on the ballot.
Operating the election will be
the Spartan Shields, upper division
political science students and Alpha Phi Omega, national service.
fraternity.
An orientation meeting for those
handling the election is scheduled
tonight at 8:30 in the College
Union.

All 1.1 lie,limen representative
rsinb,hh, mined out lor yesterwartruip in T1155,
,w
it three dozen frosh
wewhei,. showed up.
ii ii Board Chairman Torn
Hawker said he was "very disapuoini,t,- although he was
plesswl %%Oh the way candidates
gave then. speeches.
Most of the candidates stressed
the eksing of Seventh Street and
the College. Union, Hawker said.
Four Iseitions are open. Frosh
students will vote On foun only in
the electiati nanorrow and Friday.
The quartet elected will reprefeat the Ireshman class on Student
council.
Election polls open tomorrow
morning at 9.30 and close at 4:30

oasIe

Franci..0, Th.. if

511

Mary Sunshine’
Continues Tonight

TASC Sponsors
Cuba Speaker

a war

"We are committed to a long
economic struggle. They don’t want
war and we certainly do not. In
the period of peaceful competition
we must watch we don’t go the
way of the Roman Empire. Hos ever, I do not agree with the
right-wing that we face inevitable
war. They lack faith in our
tem,- he said "Around the
the cold war has generalh. been
going our way and we shouldn’t
have an inferiority complex.
’The United States has been the
equal of great crises in the past
and I feel we can solve the present
problems of race, education and
peace if we push forward and
know the facts."

Third PSA, Daily
Football Contest
Starts Today
Another chance to pick up a
free round-trip flight to Los Angeles in the Spartan Daily-PSA
Flying Football Contest begins
today.
The student or finality member
who comes the closest to predicting the outcome of the six games
will win the plane ticket, courtesy
of Pacific Southwest Airlines.
Entries must he deposited in
boxes in the Spartan Bookstore
or Spartan Daily office by Friday
noon.
Last week’s winner will be announced in tomorrow’s Spartan

Spezttati St)eldi
PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST
GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 11-12
(NOTE: Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).
SJS

VS.

Washington State

USC

VS.

Notre Dame

Washington

VS.

Oregon State

Texas

VS.

Oklahoma

Michigan

VS.

Michigan State

Wisconsin

VS.

Purdue

All enti.0. must be in the boxes in the Spartan
Bookstore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon
NAME
ADDRESS _
PHONE
Contest is open to all member, of if,. SJS faculty and student body. wit* the
elcption of tnnsbers of the Spartan Daily ediforiat and advertising staffs Winner
will rocirst
free. roundtrip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines bets.. San Pioncitco end Los All<11111111 good until June vsnner yr;il b notified by the Wednesdv
following isach rontest
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Folk Music

(Xcti ,--,eeidoscofie

The SJS Folk Music Club will
resent Ellen Faust, of Ray
Amu Fame, In E132 Friday night
at S. Miss Faust has worked in
night clubs in New York, Washington, and Baltimore. Admission
to the event is $1.

By KAI SIMMS
Society Editor

Oh ’Dorm’ It --- Foiled Again!

STRONG MEDICINE
A
GROSSETO, Italy (API
viper hit Pvt. Bruno Zannerini
1)n a thumb as he was cleaning
a barn. The 22-year-old soldier
grabbed an axe and chopped
off the thumb to keep the poison
from spreading. Doctors said
this preventive medicine worked.

MEANWHILE BACK AT THE JUNGLEArthur Lyman and his
group let loose with bird calls during a jungle tour to the "Quiet
Village." The master of exotic sounds will be in San Jose at the

Safari Room until Oct. 20.

Senicp4 Arthur Lyman Brings
Hawaii to San Jose
Appointments are
now being taken

By CABOL SWESSEN
The master f exotic sounds is in hiwn.
Gold curtains rose Monday night at the Safari Room and under
a misty blue light emerged the man who made NM calls famousArthur Lyman.
Introduced as Arthur Banana -music with a peel- Lyman and
his 52 "weird" instruments were heard for the first time in San Jose.
Wild and moisly exotic temlios transformed the room into a
Brazilian jungle as Lyman’s
hr ptsitized the audience.
Special Student Rates
One of the highlights of the
TYPEWRITERS
evening was a safari to the
Rental and Sale
"Quiet Village" narrated by John
MODERN OFFICE
Kramer. Barked by the rest of
MACHINES CO.
the group. Kramer alternated his
293.5283
124 E. San Fernando
bird calls with vivid desert!).

in the Student
Affairs Office
for senior pictures.
In Color $2.80

FOR

LA TORRE

BIRD NOT NICE
13ut one bint wasn’t so nice.
John joked, "The bird neve r
misses me. That’s why they call
me Big John."
Applause nicked the room
when the sulto sounds of Lyman’s big seller "Love For Sale"
filled the air. "The Theme from
Exodus" kept the audience
spellbound and "Yellow Bird"
delighted many listeners.

hris y’s Beauty Salon
I 0% C.), .count to all College

Individual Styling,
ST
E WORLD’
THIEF
-

Permanent Waves,
Hair Cutting,
Tinting and Bleaching
CV 4-8962
66 E. San Fernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

students and personnel
Open six days a week
Mon.-Thu.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tue.-Wed.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Now Owner:
Cc,conniAr
Camp -s

(Fcyr, .

Backstage after the first show
1.s man and the rest of his group,
Harold Chang and Alan Snares,
relaxed and talked with friends.
Arthur was born and raised in
the Island.. At eight years of
age his lather derided music
not football was to be his goal
in life. fie took his son’s football away and deposited a mirimba in his hand.
"Being locked in my room for
two hours a day hared me into
musiibin." Lyman explained.
lt II’1,1111 birthday 1 %vas
,ippearing ii tSn shows.

D

PUBLIC AUCTION
IRE

Every Friday night ---7 p.m.
Wits -less

)UNTAIN
9

Govt. Supplies
Office Equipment
Furniture
Appliances

NC.

Tools
T. V.’s & Radios

Scow(’ !land Mart )
Building Materials
Desks
Files
Chairs
Wall Lockers
Antiques

COFF:s
4ADI-iiRt#

Auction at:
548 W. Julian
292-4081

1/ENNY
"When Nialtin lienns came to
Hawaii looking for a vi ties
I:ovit I was playing solo vibes
111e flakikulani lintel,- he
iiilimed. "I became part of his
....mini and iunveil to Don the
I ’,a, -hconibers."
11(q.:111111 Iv, it 1/I
ra I I
AP An 10 \ iiecident "One
1111111
too fowl)
iirzlit Iccl .i
1.1,
io
;ow
v.111I
lords,thence slarltql It, .tiv-wer tor
hark and I liner% I Ii id started
sot:willow
Sr’, real. ago Arthur broke
\ irom Martin 1>ertris and
started his own group MO, ItIttif’
tht-....sciu’i’essi utli’.l,u,’, I
’\l’e all "WI, 1,11’11 11111er
1111.11,.\
I rN Man :11111 hi, group will conclude their appearanre at the
Sai.iri Room Oct. 20. Then
ii/IllYWI/Ofl tor reIle
I II Id!
111.’‘
111 1 mom% the nui,iter
i
return

2nd store,
201 N. 9th
294-5720

Open Daily
9 A.T. -9 p.m.

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

ir

RtrallATION 9 11011; CA GOLF-

)

Thursday
2 for the prin.(’ of

99
39’
5100

89’
49’
69’
69
79
$100
Lb:

b 98

75c
Monday Tucsday-Wcdnesday-Friday

per person
to 6 p.m.
MIn Owe Golf with AS8 Card
7c,

50’
1 Illted C011114)
P,00

Snatil Bar -

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St.

(f

Phone 298 4909

E,,.29

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICCI S

1ACOS
DELUXE HAMBURGER
1/4 lb. ground beef

tomato

mayonnaise

pickle

lettuce

onion

PER
9 thru

30’
Phone Orders CV 7-8421

There set ins to be a hit of rivalry among the dornis. A serenade scheduled last week between Hoover and Markham Halls was
all "washed up." The women of Hoover Hall had planned to return
some songs to the men of Markham, who had sung to the gets the
night before.
Apparently Allen Hall men, in a fit of jealousy, were lurking
in the bushes waiting to dampen the girls’ enthusiasm with H20.
Heads of Hoover and Markham got together via phone and decided
to call off the song feat temporarily. So, Markham men, being
good guys, journeyed across the field to the women’s dorms to
listen to the Homier Honies sing in the safety of their own abode.
The gals, apparently undaunted by the whole shebang, and in
rather good spirits, launched a banner to the courageous Markham
Men: "We Los, Ya Markham" which is really saying a Lot . .
MEANWHILE, AT THE SAFARI ROOM
Exotic birds screeched, flutes whisperer) and grass skirts swung
Monday evening when Arthur Lyman. master of exotic sounds,
appeared under the milky blue lights of the Safari Room.
Lyman, who will he at the Safari Room for two weeks, gave
the audience authentic Hawaiian music supplemented by weird
instruments.
Backstage, Lyman joked about his birdcalLs, which he originated, by stating, "If I don’t stop giving bird calls, I’ll grow feather.’
on my back."
A performance worth seeing and, it’s not for the birds!
IT’S THEIR "BUSINESS"
The ladies of Delta Zeta have planned a varied schedule for
next week. Friday they will hold an exchange with the Menlo
Park Business College.
The following day the D.Z. pledges will be joined by the actives
for it house car wash, after which they will caravan to Alum Rock
Park for a picnic. That. evening an exchange with El Quadri), Stanford eating club, is slated.
SIGMA ALPHA MU AT 17 WENT
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu held an installation of chapter
officers and a dance at 17 West recently. Officers installed were
Al Nobler, prior; Chuck Fox, vice prior; Ski Beren.stein, exchequer;
Mark Versel, recorder; and Bruce Epstein. pledge trainer.
IN BATHROBES AND SLIPPERS?
Sororities and fraternities are in the process or have initiated
spring pledges and gleeful second semester pledges. Prior to the
actual ceremony the initiates are put to various tests.
As a pre-initiation stunt, Phi Mu sorority took initiates Joy
Dennis and Kathy Gallagher on an early morning ride in the San
Jose hills and ended the trip with a surprise breakfast at Uncle
John’s Pancake House. Patrons were amused at the two girls, clad
in bathrobes and slippers, calmly eating pancakes.
QUITE A "SCRAMBLE"
Alpha Omicron Pi initiates, each with an egg in her hand,
were put to a test by the actives, and the whole thing got a little
"scrambled." The group, outside the sorority, was tossing eggs back
and forth prior to initiation.
A few of the Phi Sig brothers, who live across the street,
thought it would be great sport to join in. Water hoses and extinguishers pushed the gals back for awhile but new recruits and
many more eggs were brought in.
Many egg cartons later the "scramble" was over-- leaving only
the cook "hard boiled."
PINNING%
Vicki Anderson. Alpha Chi Omega. junior occupational therapy
major from San Leandro, to Mike Davis, Phi Sigma Kappa, senior
business major from San Leandro.
Charles Mary Hagerty, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior social welfare major from Sacramento. to Rich Fratus, Delta Upsilon, senior
industrial management major from Piedmont.
ENGAGEMENTS
Sue Eschen. Kappa Alpha Theta, senior education major from
San Rafael, to Mike Jacobs. Theta Chi, senior industrial engineering major from Eureka. The couple plan a Jan. 26 wedding.
Joan Brumley, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior elementary education and speech correction major from La Habia. to John Eastman,
graduate student at the University of California Graduate School
of Business Administration. The wedding is slated for July.
Val Lowen, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior elementary education
major front Newport Beach, to Dare Provan, Phi Sigma Kappa,
senior public relations major from San Jose.
MARRIAGES
Barbara P. fkiimmeyer, S.IS mathematics graduate, ehouthter
of 1/r. Frederick INttnmeyer, head of &TS Philosophy Department.
Dliehael King, 5.15 engineering graduate. The couple were married in the 5.15 Memorial Chapel.
Carolyn Smith, Alpha omicron Pi, sorailogy major from Menlo
Park, tn Rich Freeland, Sigma Nu, graduate in radio and telireaon.
They will establish their hest home in Sacramento.
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4th and St. James

Appioved dormitory apartments
with private cooking facilities

5,1n 21 to 42
Come Early fro

open to all women students

Now

Complete Select;aa

Beautiful lounge room
;
study room
Spacious
Laundry and TV rooms
All

electric heat

1 ow rates: only $39 /1 month or
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Price includes all utilities
except electricity
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A new touring
entitled "Invention and Tradition in
Contemporary Sculpture it. being presented at the College Art
Gallery until Oct. 25.
This display, from the San Francisco Art It
presents
11 West Coast sculptors.
Artists exhibiting their reorks
Iiensenuto designer
of a major monument for the
;,
Barry criatN
of the College of Irlarin: F:stli.
"14
Fuller, director of t’,.1,;
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In College Art Gallery
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Soviets Scramble
For World’s Wheat

:

;
7

-1

By PIIII, NEWSON1
UPI Foreign New. Analyst
In the Ukraine surveying the
wreckage of what had been
hoped would be a banner crop
year. Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev delivered himself of
another of his proverbs.
"As long as the thunder does
not crash." he said, "the peasant
does not cross himself."
The remark WaN interpreted as
a suggestion to Soviet planners
that they might have done more
to foresee this year’s disaster
which has turned the Soviet
Union from a normally grainexporting nation to one forced to
scramble on to the world wheat
market to meet its minimum
needs.
For this. aside from a bitterly
cold winter and a long summer
drought, the Soviet premier

1.11d give himself a large share
of the credit, since the direction
of Soviet agriculture has been
his own particular baby.
At any rate, as the premier
said, the U.S.S.R. was in a "difficult position."
INTERESTED IN F.S. WHEAT
From Ottawa, where U.S.
wheat dealers were meeting with
a Soviet delegation, came reports that the Soviets wanted
still more and would buy up to
200 million bushels from the
United States if the U.S. government would authorize it.
Wheat has been on the U.S.
list of goods embargoed against
sale to Russia and such a sale
required a major change in U.S.
policy.
There also was the virtual
certainty that if the United
States sold wheat to Russia
some of it would find its way
back to Cuba.
TEMPTATION GREAT
But the temptation also was
great. The U.S. government held
more than a billion bushels of
surplus wheat and another billion was on the way.
Crop damage suffered by the
So% iet Union and by much of
the remainder of Europe already
had benefited U.S. farmer-a.
Analysts already were predicting record wheat shipments and
total farm exports of another
record close to $6 billion.
By this week, it seeemd the
U.S. government :sad made up
its mind. If they asked for it,
the Soviets could havc.) 200 million bushels of wheat for $380
million cash on the barrel head.

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
Page CISIIMAN Sales, In,
215-7160
1798 rrernont Ase.
1 lora, California

MEN!
Look Neat
and Well Groomed . . .
Revlon Special
TOP BRASS
2 TUBES
Special . . . $1.50
&Plitheria
518 So. 10th St. At William

Tonite

Phone 292-5502
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LYMAN SNOW
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IN ofirN litCOTIC

N 0 SAFARI ROOM;
REVUE"
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. f.3.risrawmitERP.259-2962.. :

FAB1JL01.16 DINNERS
Unescorted ladies
admitted free
tonite only

DANCING NITELY
Take East Santa Clara St.,
or Story Road to White Road

KSJS LOG

Twilight Concert

KSJS College FM Radio
90.7 Mc 85 Watts
4:15Spartan Show
4:10Nws
4:45Spartan Show
5:00Law in the News
5.05Apartif
6:00Twilight Concert
8:00News
8.15Soundtrack
HIGHLIGHTS
LAW IN THE NEWSThe African
Nation of Ghana (continued)
Special
TWILIGHT CONCERT
21/i hours presentation Verdi, Aid.

Italian operatic composer Giuseppe Verdi will be honored on
his 150th anniversary as KSJS
presents his opera "Aida" on
Twilight Concert tonight at 5:30.
This two and one-half hour production will be sung by the Rome
Opera House Orchestra and
Choru s, conducted by Georg
Salti. Leontyne Price will sing
the title role of Aida.

ssmookl,1,-)

...
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’5UKARNO MAY BE AN IMPERIAl..151, BUT HE’S OUR IMPERIALIST:

THE

STAN cl/r

One Atry cereice

One ol
NEW YORK t UPI;
the more peaceful revolutions of
the 20th century has taken place
in the United States. That is
the emergence and gigantic
growth of paperback books during the past quarter century
until today practically every
American owns from one to hundreds.
About 250 million low-priced
paperbounds 125 cents to 95
cents) and about 25 million highpriced paperbounds 1$1.25 to $3 i
were sold in 1962. Hardcover
sales, including book clubs.
amounted to slightly more than
90 million.

SHOW

Writer ’Slanderous,’
Student Charges
Editor:
In regard to Steve Agostq’s
editorial in Wednesday’s Spartan
Daily titled "YR Confusion," I
as a journalism major find it
regrettable
that
extremely
Agosta has used the editorial
column for a personal attack on
certain individuals with whom he
disagrees. It is an editor’s right
and even his obligation to state
an opinion on any controversial
issue, hut nothing can justify the
slanderous attitude to be found
in Agosta’s editorial.
The Editor’s Note at the beginning of the "Thrust and
Parry" column always says "letters of personal attacks will not
be printed." Why is Agosta an
exception to this rule? And why
the double standard?
Al Mason
ASK Al1948

SJS Hedda Lauded
Over Miss Bergman
Editor:
The recent T.V. production of
Ihsen’s "Hedda Gabler" brought
home to the viewer the fact that
San Jose State had a better
Hedda Gabler On campus last
spring than that portrayed by
the famous Ingrid Bergman. This
is not to say that the entire production on television fell short
of the campus offering. For actors like Michael Redgrave and
Trevor Howard are exceedingly
difficult, perhaps impossible, to
surpass, even by other long-time
professionals. But that the performance of our Miss Barbara
Champlin as "Mrs. Hedda" outshone that of Miss Bergman
there is no doubt.
The chief danger for an actress in the role is that 1 fedda
Gabler must not slip either from
neurosis into psychopathology or
from bitter hostility into crimiitt
ality. Miss Bergman did not suecessfully avoid either trap, seem -

ing at times to be simply a mad
woman that one must pity and
at other times to be a sadist that
one should avoid. Miss Chamblin,
on the other hand, managed
through great talent - - and, no
doubt, skillful directionto skirt
both dangers and to present a
tortured, deeply unhappy woman
who, in another time with less
restrictive standards, could have
used her intelligence, courage,
and desire for great adventure
in constructive, personally rewarding ways rather than in
ways that led to misery and even
death for herself and others.
Miss Champlin’s titian -haired
beauty and regal bearing added
greatly to her performance.
Even in these regards, our local
leading lady was no one’s inferior.
MISS FAUNEII. J. RINN
Assistant Professor
Department of Political Science

Student Wants More
Vivid Football Game
Editor:
As I view the upcoming season as both a football fan and a
San Jose State student, I can
only look on our home schedule
as quite bleak and unattractive.
From the aspect of a fan, I can
see only the Wildcats from Arizona State as a team worth the
effort of watching with any degree of enthusiasm. Thus, the
San Jose State student is forced
to attend not only a mere three
games at his home field, but
also must endure the sad fact
that only one of these teams is
truly colorful and exciting. It is
true that the schedules usually
are made some years in advance.
but I feel that this season an 11th
game could easily be added gas
was done in the case of the
Hawaii game last year.. The gist
of my suggestion is the following: since Santa Clara definitely
possesses a representative football team (certainly a well coached and colorfol
and since the St:,1c borne sched&III ;111Ol
’,id of any
ule

excitement with the exception of
the one contest with Arizona
State, why not play Santa Clara
this year?
The arguments in favor of
such a game are many. The
crowd would be near or at capacity. The natural rivalry itself
would generate sufficient enthusiasm in the Valley to draw
8,000 Santa Clara fans alone.
The Santa Clara and San Jose
alumni would be attracted to this
game. The San Jose State fan
finally would have a game which
would have real meaning behind
it (in comparison with the socalled rivalry with UOP). The
athletic department would see a
capacity house for the first time
in two seasons and consequently
a financial success. All arguments point to the advisability
of having a football game with
Santa Clara. This game could
prove to be the beginning of a
great football rivalry with the
Jesuit school. In conclusion, the
athletic department is missing a
valuable financial asset and
spectator attraction if it does
not take advantage of the natural game possibility which exists in the Santa Clara Valley
at the present time.
JOHN HORGAN

Your Favor te;
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

10 P.M. to 2 A.M. P
upcoming campus
activities heard
nightly

293-1030

398 E. Santa Clara
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CINEMA

400 S. Is+ ST,

552 S. tiltSCOMI

"WOMEN OF THE WORLD’’
"PASSIONATE THIEF’

GRAND OPENING TODAY
"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"THE MAGIC TIDE"
Students $1.00

Students $1 00 -

Y 7-

’ ; A it ATOGA

TOW N E ‘3060
1433 THE ALAMEDA
"YOJIMBO"
"MARIE OCTOBRE"
Students $1.00

,

14502 BIG BASIN NA .(
"THE ’L’ SHAPED ROOM’
Students $1.00 -

TROPICAIRE

a g del
a
Alma and Almaden Rd.
"THE CASTILLIAN"
"RAMPAGE!"

1969 Alum Rock A.,
N,,11% Sr.//./ ,
"SPENCER’S MOUNTAIN
"P.T. 109 ’

ir TUD 10

South Screen

C Y2-6778
1st & Sac Salvador
Elizabeth Ta, ,,n P,,.hard Lr- n
"THE V.I.P.’s"
"FOUR HITS AND A MISTER"
t,A- 4 ii Bilk

"HAUNTING"
"DR. BLOOD’S COFFIN
-DIARY OF A MADMAN

SAVE MORE AT
k-.14Zvia1)K2C4=K

KING BEE
Your Campus Super Market
MJB or MAXWELL HOUSE
2.Lb.
Coorl ti

fip9t

COFFEE
39’
* BEEF STEW
For I
BEANS
4 Cant
TUNA
*
49’
EGGS
69’
POWDERED MILK
ORANGE JUICE 3 hc:)1 69’
I Lb. Can 59c

.1,

DINTY MOORE

"An economy lunch"
Large 24 Oz. Can

VAN

ii,
K
WHITETAR

&

500
01

Large No. C
21/2 Can
No.

CHUNK

K/B Ranch Fresh
Grade AA Extra Large

Doz,

CARNATION

just
think
of it . .

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.

B.Quart
Pkg.

FLOWER GOLD

Frzn

a
a

a

ROUND STEAK
GROUND BEEF
Broil
STEAKS Lean .

Full Cut
Well Trmd, I L.

FRESH LEAN

a

I Lb. 39c

To Bar -B -Q or
Tasty - Tender

$400
Lb.

Lb.

I

9 8‘

9.1
5,,r2tr
KING BEE SUPER

PIPPIN APPLES
GOLDEN CORN FLorecsdhl

For Eating
or Cooking
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DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
with just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

distinctive bridal sets from $100
r:ngs may be purchased separately

KSJO

FROLIC

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Perry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed and doublespaced. Letters exceeding this
amount either will not be printed or
will be edited to conform to length.
The editor also reserves the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
and ASS number.
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Folk Music

The SJS Folk Music Club will
tersent Ellen Faust, of Bay
Area Fame, in E132 Friday night
at S. Miss Faust has worked in
night clubs in New York, Washington, and Baltimore. Admission
to the event is $1.
- STRONG MEDICINE
A
GROSSETO, Italy IAP)
viper bit Pvt. Bruno Zannerini
on a thumb as he was cleaning
a barn. The 22-year-old soldier
grabbed an axe and chopped
Off the thumb to keep the poison
from spreading. Doctors, said
this preventive medicine worked.

Ii
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By KAI SIMMS
Society Editor

Oh ’Dorm’ It

MM.
MEANWHILE BACK AT THE JUNGLEArthur Lyman and his
group let loose with bird calls during a jungle tour to the "Quiet
Village." The master of exotic sounds will be in San Jose at the
Safari Room until Oct. 20.
_
-

cenietus Arthur Lyman Brings
Hawaii to San Jose
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By CAROL MENSES
The master of exotic sounds is in town
Gold curtains rose Monday night at the Sake’ Itoom and under
a misty blue light emerged the man who made bird calls famous
Arthur Lyman.
Introduced as Arthur Banana music with a peel Lyman and
his 52 "weird" instruments were heard for the first time in San Jose.
Wikl and misidy
tempos transformed the loom into a
Brazilian jungle as Lyman’s
Quartet hypnotized the audience.
Special Student Rates
TYPEWRITERS
One of the highlights of the
evening was a safari to the
Rental and Sale
"Quiet Village" narrated by John
MODERN OFFICE
Kramer. Backed bv the rest of
MACHINES CO.
the group. Kramer alternated his
293.52B3
124 E. San Fernando
bird calls with vivid descript ions.
BIRD NOT NICE
liii.ini’ Idol wasn’t so niee.
LIII
joked. ’The bird never
misses Inc. That’s why they call
.11 C
10% D,
lee Big John."
rid personnel
student
Applause ricked the ruorn
Open six days a week
when Itu sultry suunds 111. LyMon. -Thu. -Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 t
man’s big seller "Love For Sale"
Tue.-Wed.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 .
tilled the air. "The Theme from
Exodus" kept the audience
New Owner:
-nnoirr
Br.Obie Toland
"poll bound and "Yellow Bird"
s Beauty Sri
(Formerly of
delighted many listeners.

Christy’s Beauty Salon
1n6ividual Styling,
Permanent Wave:,
[lair Cutting,
I,nting and Bleaching
CV 4-8962
66 E. San Fernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)

Backstage after the first show
Lyman and the rest of his group,
liarold Chang and Alan Soares,
relaxed and talked with friends.
Arthur was !tern and raised in
1,1;,nii. At eight years (ft
Iii’ 1;11her ; triirled mush.
nod lootball was tu be his goal
in life. He took his son’s foot hall away and deposited a mirimba in his hand.
-Being loeked in my room for
hours a day
me into
a musician." Lyman explained.
toy loth birthday I was
appearing in tSO -laws.

)0tsti

PUBLIC AUCTION
Every Friday n;(3111 -- 7 p.m.

( Pay-less Second Hand Nlart)
AIN

Building Materials
Desks
Files
Chairs
Wall Lockers
Antiques

Govt. Supplies
Office Equipment
Furniture
Appliances
Tools
T. V.’s & Radios

:FIN

MAN

MEM

Auction at:
548 W. Julian
292-4081

111,NNY
"VVItett NTar tin itrnn range to
locking ber ii v iI.e s
iilorir I %vas his
vibes
at the Halekulani Ilidel," he
; ,ntirmed. "I brie:stile (laid of his
.;rolio and intivetil IH
the

n,
2n -f
201 N. 91h
294-5720

Open Daily
9 a.m. -9 p.m.

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget
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Foiled Again!

Th(O11. Sel’Ols to he a bit of ii shy among the dorms. A serenade scheduled last week between Hoover and Markham Halls was
all "washed up." The women of Hoover Hall had planned to return
some songs to the men of Markham, who had sung to the gals the
night before.
Apparently Allen Hall men, in a fit of jealousy, were lurking
el the bushes waiting to dampen the girls’ enthusiasm with 1120.
Heads of Hoover and Markham got together via phone and decided
Ii, call off the song feat temporarily. So, Markham men, being
good guys, journeyed across the field to the women’s dorms to
listen to the Hoover Homes sing in the safety of their own abotie.
The gals, apparently undaunted by the whole shebang, and in
rather gots] spirits, launched a banner to the courageous Markham
Men: "We Luv Ya Markham" which is really saying a lot . .
MEANWHILE, AT THE SAFARI ROOM
Exotic birds screeched, flutes whispered and grass skirts swung
Monday evening when Arthur Lyman, master of exotic sounds,
appeared under the milky blue lights of the Safari Room.
Lyman, who will be at the Safari Room for two weeks, gave
the audience authentic Hawaiian music supplemented by weird
instruments.
Backstage, Lyman joked about his birdcalls, which he originated, by stating, "If I don’t stop giving bird calls, I’ll grow feathers
on my back."
A performance worth seeing and, it’s not for the birds!
IT’S THEIR "III7SINESS"
The ladies of Delta Zeta have planned a varied schedule for
next week. Friday they will hold an exchange with the Menlo
Park Business College.
The following day the 1202, pledges will be joined by the actives
for a house car wash, after which they will caravan to Alum Rock
Park for a picnic. That evening an exchange with El Quadro, Stanford eating club, is slated.
SIGMA ALPHA MI’ AT 17 WENT
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu held an installation of chapter
officers and a dance at 17 West recently, Officers installed were
Al Nobler, prior; Chuck Fox, vice prior; Sid Berenstein, exchequer;
Mark Versel, recorder; and Bruce Epstein, pledge trainer.
IN BATHROBES AND SLIPPERS?
Sororities and fraternities are in the process or have initiated
spring pledges arid gleeful second semester pledges. Prior to the
actual ceremony the initiates are put to various tests.
As a pre-initiation stunt, Phi Mu sorority took initiates Joy
Dennis and Kathy Gallagher on an early morning ride in the San
Jose hills and ended the trip with a surprise breakfast at Uncle
John’s Pancake House. Patrons were amused at the two girls, clad
in bathrobes and slippers, calmly eating pancakes.
QUITE A "SCRAMBLE"
Alpha Omicron Pi initiates, each with an egg in her hand.
were put to a test by the actives, and the whole thing got a little
"scrambled." The group, outside the sorority, was tossing eggs back
and forth prior to initiation.
A few of the Phi Sig brothers, who live across the street,
thought it would be great sport to join in. Water hoses and extinguishers pushed the gals back for awhile but new recruits and
many more eggs were brought in.
Many egg cartons later the "scramble" was over-- leaving only
the cook "hard boiled."
!INNINGS
Vicki Anderson, Alpha Chi Omega, junior occupational therapy
major from San Leandro, to Mike Davis, Phi Sigma Kappa, senior
business major from San Leandro,
Charles Mary Hagerty, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior social welfare major from Sacramento. to Rich Frail’s, Delta upsilon, senior
industrial management major from Piedmont.
ENGAGEMENTS
Site Eschen. Kappa Alpha Theta, senior education major from
San Rafael, to Mike Jacolls, Theta Chi, senior industrial engineering major from Eureka. The couple plan a Jan. 26 wedding.
Joan Brumley. Kappa Alpha Theta, senior elementary education and speech correction major from La Habra. to John Eastman.
graduate student at the University of California Graduate School
of Business Administration. The wedding is slated for July,
Val Lowen, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior elementary education
major from Newport Brach, to Dave Provan, Phi Sigma Kappa.
senior public relations major from San Jose.
MARRIAGES
Barbara P. lkimmeyer, 5,15 mathematics graduate, daughter
of fir. Frederick Dommeyer, head of S.IS Philosophy Department,
to Michael King, S.IS engineering graduate. The couple were married in the S.I’S Memoriai Chapel.
Carolyn Smith, Alpha Ormenin Pi. sr wirtlugzy major from 1Menlo
k. tci Bich Freeland, Sigma NII, gradeate in radio and television.
They will establish their first home ill sacrament.

DELUXE HAMBURGER
V4 lb. ground beef
mayonnaise
lettuce

tomato

A new tiairing exhibit entitled "Invention and Tradition in
Contemporary Sculpture" Is being presented at the College Art
Gallery until Oct. 25.
This display, from the San Francisco Art Institute, presents
11 West Coast sculptors.
Artists exhibiting their ark’
Elirr BrIgsrlirgto disignei
of a major monument for the Harry I
01 the Co111.1.!, of Marin
Fuller, rh,
,
F’ernner-Fiiiii,
FOR THAT....
Giambruni tit the
HI
California. Berkeley: Wg111. I fml;:SOROR1TY PLEDGE:i
rirk ot the
Art Institilli., ss.
Seymour Locks of Sitri F: dub",
DANCE
State College; Hilda
:c)
noted Oregon sculptor; I.’:
Moyer of the California I
of Arts and Crat is: arid Art
Grant, Sally ’kneel.. and Win
Ng, prize-winning seuipt,,,,
The Art Gallery, located in the
Art Building, is open loan
a.m. to 4 pin on weekdays and
1:15 to 5 p.m. on Sundays
ing the run of
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VARSITY APTS.
524 So. 9th St,
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cooking facilities
Come Early In,

to all women students

Complete Selection

Beautiful lounge room
Spacious study room
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All electric
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Gene Menges. SJS assistant football coach, and Chon tialiegus hotel
the school record for touchdowns
thrown in a single game. Nlenges.
against Pepperdtne 11949 , and
Gallegos, against University or
Pacific 11961e, each threw four
scoring passes.

Wedee-lay October R. Ilr^,

SJS Will Need ’Perfect Game’
To Win Cougar Revenge Test

RUGGED FOES
Included in this year’s freshman
football schedule is re trip III S:111
Quentin, to play the inmates Not.
15. The Spartababes also played
there last lull.

ILirli

riche:1,3 "vett-lige meeting %%1111
litehenal meant by "enselal."
,,f ,r1firtthe Ion State Saturday ;it Pullman
"Ife’s the. resit quarterback we’e
Ill illis,
Wash
Waved incident In a good while,"
Last tall. the Cougar.. in TitTitrawnal said.
fawarelb,001641111.
ehenal’s words, -I
Mated Ws."
The Cougars lust the season
Teo. final score 1Vgis 10-11 and It
opener to Texas ’Tech 16-7, roared
%% re, si "long" flight track home ta
back from a two touchdown defi"lain Jose.
Faculty & Students
cit to tie Iowa 19-14 and beat AriWhat’s it going to take to beat zona 7-2 Saturday.
ASS ,,d
I
( ’,sugars this year?
"We’re
"We’ll work on getting the kinks
Movie & Still
nmal e.ne ol those days
out of our offense this week."
Comers.
Supptie,
where moiling can go is tong," TitTitcheeal declared. "We didn’t
Projectors
Equipment
ettenal stressed. "This is a real
move fib well as we should have
developing
.trong team we’re meeting."
printing
against Utah State."
"Titch"
was
pleased
with
the
rentals
repairs
Rand Carter had an "off day"
Spartan defense against
Utah
’Saturday, according to Titchenal.
state. The mivies again showed
"You learn to expect these things
tte contained them well on the
once in a while."
ground. However, they came up
The Spartan mentor cited three
with the crucial play whenever
men as having played fine games
they had to. and we couldn’t."
’Cass Jackson, Vince Dot-one and
Utah quarterback Bill Munson
1)ennis Parker.
245 So.th tn,
paweed for one touehdown and
"Caine played his herd game
ran for another, both on mirth
weseneereanweepoonaspissespopeaere
since coming to sari .111fW State.
Da
was tough at guard and
Parker,
just
a
sophomore,
st
’est good defensive ability at
hallbeick."

Special Discount
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CAMERA
n SHOP

Specializing only in European Made Cars
(;,%it 10E

El HOP %

Volkswagen cars
Mercedes Porsche

Repo :r of

760 Willow St.
San Jose 25, Calif.
292-5675

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

"Washington State has a style
of play similar to what we’ve
already Need this year," TR-viten:it emphasized "They have
three big, hard -running backs."

BIG BEN
Presents Char-Broiled Specialties
25;

Shrimp Sandwich

590

390

Fishwich

450

Steak Burgers

590

B.B.Q. Beef

450

Steak Sandwich

890

350
Foot-long Hot Dog
(with sauerkraut or chili)

Beef

Burgers

Chuck Burgers

We Are Now Featuring Pizza and Dinners
Large Pizza

990

Shrimp Boat

890
990

Extra Large

1.25

Chicken

Spare Ribs

890

1/2 -Lb.

460

Titchenal obviously felt the loss
of Charlie Harraway, sophomore
fullback. "Charley’s size, I’m sure,
would have given us a touchdown,
when we got to their two."
Harraway, tackle Don Anderson
and Walt Roberts, injured in the
Utah game, should all be ready for
’he Cougar meeting Saturday.

Salisbury

Steak 890

Phone CY 4-8344

E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

Titchenal said the three-unit
system has worked out very well
and he’ll continue to employ it
throughout the seasen.

Judo Twin-Bill
San Jose State’s ludo team
opens its 1963-64 season Saturday
night with a double-header against
California and the Spartan alumni.
7.:1O in MG207.
FOALS
NEW YORK ’CPI. The reels,’y office of the Jockey Club reg-tered 13,735 foals in 1962.

GRID

ENGINEERSHead Coach Bob Titchenal
(center) and his staff take time out to pose before a weekday practice session. (L-R) Bob

Cal Poly Frosh Gridders
Tackle San Jose Friday
leading the Spartabalr.s to a 2212 season opening win over Fresno
I State’s frosh last week.
Fullback Bill Morrisroe will miss
!his second straight game due to a
!leg injury. Leon Herzog, who’s
"really coming along," according
I,, Jones, will replace Morrisroe.
Jones will go with practically
"They’re still thinking about the
46-0 clobbering we gate them last the same lineup for the Cal Polt
year," said Bob Jones, SJS frosh game that he used against Fresno.
coach. "I ialked with their coach Chuck Rogers, for his fine defenand he assured me they have a sive game at FS(’, has earned a
much improved team over last starting line position.
The Spartans wil4 be running
ear"
If "improved" means having a more Friday than they did in the
1061
few Mickey Workman’s around,I opener, where they picked up
the Mustangs could be TNT for yards on the ground. "We play
we
San Jose State to handle. Work- Cal Fresh next week and if
them, we’ll be in
man is a 6-4, 238-pound lineman can’t run against
out of Mt. Diablo- a performer real trouble," Jones said.
The Spailababes will try a two.
in the North -South Shrine prep
system of play against the
game- and to Jones, "someone to unit
Instead of separate
Mustangs.
really worry about."
units going both ways, Jones has
Jones has been very pleased
with the recent squad workouts .lected to make offensive and deI..nsive specialists out of his team.
"This bunch has really been a surprise. Ray Blute was the one kid
we were worried about and look
at the job he’s doing."
Blute completed 10 for 19 for
142 yards and one touchdown, in

ORBITS...

FLASHES...

PUSHES...
PULSES...

BURROWS...

FRI.

18 HOLE

fia

Monday and volleyball begins tomorrow in intramural activities at San
Jose’ State.
Volleyball two -man teams start
play tomorrow afternoon at 3 45
the valleyhall caurts between
the. dorms. All teams art. reqaested
It, cheek the bulletin board in the
Men’s Gym to find out where each
team plays.
Tennis play erintiniar,
at 2:9to urn. on the court at the
south campus.
’al -Hawaiians’ toppled nirkham Iledl 20-0 Monday afternoon
with Larry
toria la Sid completing three touchdown passes tie
Rolf Dahl feahl stlai:14Pli aerials of
35, 40. and 40 yards for scores
Two touchdown passus divided
between Phi Sigma ii:appa No.
and Sigma Chi No. 2 led the tin,,
teams to a 6-6 tie. Vaughn Kohanek tossed a 15 -yard pa, .
Irwin Teichnian for Phi S.. ,...
Kappa’s score and Gary Gr. at noes.. hit Rod leirins,f1 in the. end
zone with a 25-yard comple..1....
;is Sigma Chi tied the ".’,arne
Doug Its rIllwek*. 35-v ant ...riding pas, Ift Patel irreeo led the
firs-thrtlh to a ri-ti alit roser
AltOTC.
Allen Hall and Fiebars battled
each other to a 0-0 deadlock in the.
’wits, other game’ played. Three
games were- el,s.ided by forfeit.
Warriors over Weer, rats atcrinst
"1" House and Reel Dad, ts

TALKS...

REGULATION

siokka$100

?h Oe
s changing

habits all o’er the
",1Pdr This year alone more then one
w0
smart men and women will out
Hondas for work, school. recreation!
whisper-quiet 40 m.p h.
. Cruise% at
Gets sip to 225 rn.p g. In. gas -oil mixPowerful 50sc OHV 4.
ture needed)
3 -speed transmission,
stroke engine
Push-button tectric
automatic clutch
4 models, including
starter available
the groat HONDA TRAIL "50" for hunting, fishing, camping.
plus destination
/find set-up charge
o
Mari’ only
bin safric with your
Make afe
purchase at

Including Sat., Sun., &

2050

S.WHITE ROAD

S.OP STONY ’
7:104ene
ZO-3361

"ci.L.eT

$245

BILL MANDER
Teiephone 354-2130
635 University Aonue
Los Gatos, California

S.41 E Slit -

SA1.E 51/e

S.411: .50c

()ti irk Clean Center
Dr% Clean & Launderette

Volleyball Action
Tops Intramural
Week Schedule
FAX/than

BEAMS...

To sly ASCU LTY AND
STUDENTS
MON THRU

The New Look in LowCost.
HighFun Transportation!

It’s been ’in" year and 46 points
since Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo
fell to San Jose State’s fresh footballers. Whatever plans the Mustang frnsh have- about getting even
will ix- made clear Friday afternoon at Spartan Stadium. Kickoff
time is 3 o’clock.

Progress in the Bell System...

SWIMS...

Jones, froth coach, Butch Krikorian, Harry Anderson and Gene Menges, assistant coaches,
help Titchenal in plotting Spartan strategy.

8

Lbs. Drycleaning

Large Load 8 to

$2.00

10 Garments

24 minute service
Bring in this ad and
1: "OW

lietiosh

:oilier 9th 6

Open 8 a.m. -hill Midnight

s illiam

POWE
0 NOVI Y

TO LOS ANGEL I,
19.85’to San Dieu.

141.-4 to LC.

I

Ban

A

5111:DESP act* JM7-St
21:: Strir.ktrip Street
781-0818
f.r
roar travel agora
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE
Rao Francisco Co. Angola, Elan Diego

WINKS...

BLINKS...

FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY!!
Highest Quality at Lowest Prices

AND LIVES AND BREATHES...
Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

309

REGULAR
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P.1

I we honor oil credit cards!

319

703 ETHYL

YAGER & SILVA
(the complete

Bell Telephone Companies

stamps

CY 5-8968

service stationi

78 S. 4th St.

at footos noist
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mr four
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Tickets for the San J0110
State-CalifOrttla football game,
can now
Oct. 19 at serketey,
with student body
Iv’ picked up
Student Affairs..
card at the
itiisIness Office (114). Ticket
de:1111111.- I,, Oct. IT.

Bakmas
Flower

11111111,1’111’

Shop
Flowers
nd
Corsages
for Il
Occasions
1016 1 Sante Clem

CY 2-0462

cettio..4

SD

Appointments are

IT

now being taken
in the Student

IN

Affairs Office

In Color $2.80

FOR

LA TORRE
Sail to Europe
From West Coast
At Unbelievable
Economy Fare ! !
t It.
?.00
newts

!SPARTAN DAR.V--5

By TOM ONLII,
San Jose State’s undefeated
soccer team clashes with the University of San Francisco tomorrow night at Spartan Stadium in
an 8 p.m. NorCal League match.
It will be the second conference
tussle for the Spartan squad while
the Dons make their first league
appearance.

and Stanford too," added Menendez.
USE’ is made up of predominantly South American players,
according to Menendez. Center-forward Dellazar Monies and leftwing Joe Martinez are very 140rMI
performers for San Francisco.
However, their best player is
three-year letterman Fernandez
Monday night the Spurt ;Ins Lopez -(’ont raeras.
"San Francisco isn’t as aggresshutout league flu. San FraliCiVe0
State 5-11 behind the fine play of sive as the Air Force Academy,
but
plays a ball control type of
Eflok Akinin and Al Korbus.
game. They dribble the ball a lot
Akpan scored three goals u hill’
Korbus set up four of the scores with their feet and their players
are very skillful," stated Menenand also kicked 0111 in hInnaelf.
dez.
This is the quickest start that a
"Over the years l’SF has won
San Jose State soccer team has
more 11,11011. ella1111)11111,11iph than
gotten, but the season is still
any other .rhool in the NorCal
young.
1.1,11411e," raided Nienendez. "CaliAlthough carrying a 5-0 record
into the USE’ match, the Spartans
will not he rated a favorite in the
match
"It will take a top effort by
our players to heat 11.51’," said
Ran Jose State Coach Julie Menendez. "This applies to next
week’s matches
California

.

tombs is jiit as burgh trillStAnford is right behind thent."

I

Menendez feels that if San Jose
State can get past USE’, the Spartans will be in good position. All
teams plays one another twice in
league competition.

WEST COAST TO EUROPE
UP
FOR 5250.00 AND
(Top is $310.00)
12,000 -ton M.V. Stwen Seas departs Los Angeles, February 12,
visiting
Acapulco,
Cristobal,
Cartagena, Jamaica, Lisbo n,
Southampton, Rotterdam, and
arrives Bremerhaven on March 13.
104 round-trip discount on Holland -America line available for
return.
Deck plans and descriptive folders will be sent on request.
This bargain won’t last. Book now
with San Francisco’s leading
steamship agency.

Siemer & Hand, Ltd.
465 California Street
San Francisco, California
EXbrook 7-6737

Money Isn’t Everything
In Spartan Recruiting
By MIKE MURPHY

Without personal and aggressive recruiting, San Jose State’s
track and cross-country programs would lack the talent it now has.
could
With only a $9,000 allotment by the ASH, Coaches Dean Miller
given
and Lloyd C. "Bud" Winter, can hardly make full scholarships and
can’t
financial security available to spikesters.
State
How dikes San Jose Stats draw the superb talent it gets away
to Ire
the
sots iet prognosis offered at 1.314C, Kansas, and Stanford?
I
year.
Miller, head 01 the cross-country and (rush track squads feel,.
"Our defense wax pretty tough "We can’t compete with other schools financially, no we sell the
against San Francisco State’s athlete and his parents on the idea of a good education.
Gators M
lay night," comm.-Most Menendez. "Halfbacks
Toni ’,inter 11111I WV..I, ilium,
"We believe that a good education is far more important than
1111111:lek% Colin Lindores and Ed
a free ride."
He listed two major reasons why the Spartans get the talent
Z
t, and Kindle Valdix Svans
they do: personal coaching and academic counseling.
did a good job."
"This is the secret to our success," Miller emphasizes. "Bud and
I give each athlete personal help at the workouts and we get monthly
grade checks from their teachers."
SJS’ reputation, both of its coaches and the caliber of its schedule, also are an important recruiting aid.
What Is the bank procedure of recruiting?
"We contact an average of 2,600 high school athletes every year,"
Miller said. "By clipping newspapers from all over California we
get most. of our names. We then send out cards.
"About half return the cards to us. Around one-fouth of these
show such a definite interest that we ask their coach for a report on
the athlete.
"We try to visit each athlete that is genuinely interested in
coming, About one in every 26 finally come."
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56 FORD 2 Door, V8, Stick, Blue. New
seat covers. 5350. 292-6327.
2 CONTRACTS
’59 SPRITE, Excellent condition. Mar,
ex–rar. $750..476 S. 7. Chlri. 291 1915

Full fashioned,
with saddle
shoulder construction . . . .
front ribboned
on outside with
grosgrain. Pearl
buttons.
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- Need desperately
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PERSONALS 171

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. By
o Wendy Glen for Electrolysis. Nane"e R E 210 S. First
m comfortable, food 294.4499.
move I, new Varsity
SERVICES III

1. ’
v,a

.’

,

AUTO INSURANCE for al’. Ph. 248-2420.
Ii, nj Insurence, 385 S. Monroe
TV RENTALS $10 month
Phone 791 1457
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
De/ r.r n;110 ?SP 4115.
Nt.,. -FRENCH Teed,
EXPERIENCED. N.,
ircups. CY 4 8381, Reason

292 sr
wheels, new anoints in
battery, seats.
r
APPROVED HOUSING CONTRACT
29? 8975.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Professional cur
s’apo, or o
’59 NASH METRO, r.
ey 759.4710.
7945741 MAlE TO SHARE FLAT
foss from Sci
CHILD
CARE IN MY HOME. B mi.
nus. Infants - S years.
_
ROOM TO SHARE .
college boy
Rensonable. 159-1861.
’SS EDSEL . ./oor Hardtop, semi
’.47
.
Er,.are.
ye.
Vine,
293
r 41
,o/w. R H, $700. RE 9
TRANSPORTATION (1)
-’59 SPRITE. ssirrsh P 14 l w
$17
SHARE APARTMENT
,
Mt View,
RIDE WANTED
I I/
r,
rn S..
967 1586.
ELDERLY GENTLEMEN
,’
.,1
60 CORVETTf
RIDE WANTED
orr Westgate Area.
, share
’
.r
9667, Rho?.
its 1251.
54

MGTF, v.

,

Swab,
$1395
White, Lovat Green,
Wild Olive, Red

Vote. -

Judi
fliel4 ’h
for
Freshman Rep.

of t

Thursday & Friday

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, o
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Son
Jose State College, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

1

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

One tme
i
SOt a lin*

Three times
25t a line

Five times
20t a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each addt1 line

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
I
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
1’ A nnnnn clement’
Li Aidentellv (I)

11 )1 ’ Help Wonted 141

Li Far Sale13)

1

Mersin, IS)

Personals 171
Services UN

LI Lost end Found 16

Transportation (9)

Priof your od Iwo:

r

97 OIDS

UflAtPROVII,

STUDENTS WANT RIDE
(Ceurit 31 letters and Spara,s )., E.,- h tin. I

4,s

I.
lid and San Fernando
si!

Phone 269-6592

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

r

I BEDROOM

’59 VESPA G.S. (4 aen-I I .
$1b(1. 797

Watkins Cleaners

.rrod

GORDON HALL ANNEX APPROVED
sor
CONTRACT FOR SALE. ; :
r
9549. Cos.

172 S. 13th. LOST
fro nog.
2 ROOMMATES n upper division to
,rartment. 616 S. 7th.

Crane, loh.,
’,S.
Jstory. $1495. 247

Service Twice a Week

tan athletics.

MOUSING 15)
ROOM AND BOARD
r,
f ,r 2. ls,roo
292 2635.

Free Pickup and Delivery

he says firmly.

doeret mean esery thins; in Spar-

LADIES WRISTWATCH

53 FORD 4 -DOOR.

Door to Door Service

building character while Irr-

Ilard s. irk and zeal po

TRADE 2 women s
_cnrects for 2 d- s , 191 9252
,
MALE ROOMMATE
/.
546, 797 6i.S6

1

’’I

Another greI
classic joins VII.
lager: A wool
cardigan in th
original spirit of
the true swatr.

MALE

LOST AND FOUND
1,

’60 DODGE 7

Good Cleaning and
Finishing

I better way of building chit -

ROOM FOR MAN. Kitchen ri
1’..r L06 ans.. 52 S
, NICE ROOM. 2 men with Eli, r
I;loge, pu,ot atmosphere. nen
N9 5 791 9114
5’ 755? IC 5,5C

GIRLS

,

later to your door.

ing is Ira lone y. Working hai:

:, 10-12
11121 Cox

’56 MGA

and deliver it two days

’ building team spirit, and winnin.

WILL

f-

2’,

about

for both team and coach. Money

HELP WANTED 141

LIFEGUARD. tir

I

LUX. UNAPPROVED APARTMENT

10 SPEED:

’56 CHEVY. E

CLEANERS pick it up

Miller states frankly. "All the ja,

irtirr."
2

GIRLS

AUTOMOTIVE 121

cleaning? Let WATKINS

"Winning is important to me.

RADIO- SCUBA GEAR.

’.

Why worry about your

"Look at Stanford. The gravy they made on the Russian meet
is still being used tor athletic recruitment."
But, Miller was quick to praise athletic director Bob Bronzim
for his work the past three years in beefing up the Spartan athlei,.
department.
"He’s done an amazing job in the three years he’s been her,
both in recruiting and on budgetary matters," Miller says.

r

FOlIS

B01) Miranda, Santa Clam was
named the outstanding back. lie
scored four touchdowns and
gained 178 yards rushing in the
Broncos’ 48-28 victory over Chico
State.
- -

Miller spends most of every summer day on the phone, writing
letters and personally visiting prospects.
"We do not go after out-of-state athletes because we cannot
pay their tuition. If they write to us, we tell them they must be able
to finance themselves.
"We have never had a trackman here on a full scholarship,"
Miller says. "Only five boys get their tuition and fees paid.
"All we guarantee the freshman is a part-time job." Getting
jobs for these athletes imposes the biggest headache for the Spartan
mentors.
Why don’t we have a better scholarship program?
Miller: "We are a state college and have no private funds. except for the Spartan Foundation. Secondly, we don’t have the facilities to put on big meets to make money.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

osRer’s

WEEK’S GRID STARK
SAN
FRANCISCO
11.1Pli John
%%as
Chapple,
Stanford,
named Northern California outstanding lineman of the week tor’
his inspired play in Stanford’s
10-9 loss to UCLA.

"California and Stanford
defeat any tram on any
day," spoke Menendez. "You
even 1-it lit out San Franeisco
either. The league is going
rough for all the teams this

Is the problem of not knowing
one another well enough going to
plague the inconsistent Spartan
water polo varsity all season?
It may, because the team, apparently, is suffering from the fact
that they have played together as
a unit for only a month.
Pete Sagues and Herman Radliff are the only first -stringers
who saw much action with the
varsity last year.
Dick Riddle, a junior, has been
the most consistent scorer for
San Jose State, hitting eight of
14 shots for .57 per cent. Gary
Read Ls the top goal -getter with
10 points. The overall team shootCO-CAPTAINS-Charley Douglas, a junior transfer from Orange
ing percentage is a below-par 34
Coast College (left) and Bill Parker, a sophomore, are the co per cent.
captains for the 1963 Spartan Wafer Polo varsity. Both will be
’’You need to shoot over 40 per
in action when San Jose State hosts Cal tomorrow night at 7:30
cent to win ball games," said
in the Spartan pool.
coach Lee Walton. San Jose State
hit over 40 per cent in only one
of four league games, beating
Fresno State, 31-7. They dropped
the other three tilts.
The locals’ defense has been
sagging a bit, but yesterday’s
workout indicated an improvement
in this department. However, a
FOR SALE: 5 .’Ocard 9 6 . \N,!
.
combination of good offense and
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ell
- Bine Dri,e_ Sao,. .
a better defensive show will be
SENIORS . . . Make appc,ntments I
RADIO EQUIPMENT
needed to trip Cal tommrow night,
r La Torre pictures.
here at 7:30 p.m.
STORE AND OFFICE for lease
m colleqe on S. 10th. Reasonable CY 7 s’:44
E ,rOBTAIN A COMMERCIAL
TELEPHONE LICENSE. r

Wednesday, October N. 1963

ote the Sall Sounce4

Unblemished Mark on Line

Unfamiliarity
Hurts Poloists

for senior pictures.

11.111,1/1,

S JS Hosts USF

1:-I

osfier’s
SAN JOSE
r

1

an(l

C’

’C!’:111(111;

FOR SALE 131

Shirfing Date

10% DISCOUNT for all students. Hour STUDIO APARTMENT FOR GIR1
re,locr
see., i91 S. 1st. Smart styles.

tri v.,Iatite San
4.
i0i1111.11l1.11.

4it4’1,1

19- ZENITH TV ...

-

irrs

1961 ENGLISH BIKE
3 speed, $40,
fr
24 Jessup Hall,
A
on JOY* Bible colpge. 297-9968.

GRADUAll MAII
Modern

after

Se,t)
<Ely
10 p.m. W.F after 5. 262-3401.

T. piece ea id:
Call at Spartan

Daily
Ad Office, J207, 130-4:30
Send in handy order blank
- Enclose cash or check

No phew/ erdro

Enelosed I

Run Ad for 2/1/4/5 Days It.tt, le On.)
_ Check No. _

Nam*
Address
City

Phone

_

"SPARTAN

D %ICY

tine Inuairett and twenty-five
San Jose State’s Soeiety for
the Advancement of Management ties% niembers atilt 50 returning
II Pt tibet-’
v% II be welcomed into
a
ihe Lir;
ot
Ian%
GA
tilit Pt
731)
1;rattly is the hist day for leat 1.4,us
at
I Ir,urI, itteigilreiN Ti, join.
Itetween 6 t0 and 7 30 p
Iterturreng SAM nuerribers have
SAM initiates will have an op pia’1,1- ’111111 F 1 a Ia.% I
fay 111(.11’ flues.
0111.1 Cho.
to
1.1111
Dues toms can be picked up
arrnnel administrator at FNIC in
San Jose. guest speaker for the ;it the Student Alt airs Business
()thee, Hi.
evening.

DELIGHT

CHICKEN

251-2313

Free Delivery
U111.4 PW, ,op

CORONA 1

REMINGTON

ROYAL

jyreill’iler,S

L././

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

18

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 So. Second St.

CYpress 3-6383

R k I’ I’ 0 R T s 5
THE STORE

FOR MEN

Complete LEVI Line
. -L...,,... Slac,
- Cc’crs
’ , iny Other

Sty,,..-

The finest selection in sport shirts
fl,irre Brands
’’Pendlet-and Sweaters
* Rough Rider Slax and Sportcoats
Jar_1,
BRAD WHITNEY ORIGINALS
l- tr.,1 r,nIf

a college man wears if, Rapport’s has it!
It

241 So. 1st

%

11

Frustrated? Try Talking It Out’

Bird, Rock Groups Meet

SAM Schedules Bi-Annual Banquet

I’ 0 It ’I" S
CY 2-4014

SJS Prof To Speak
At Audubon Meet

’Serpentinites’ Talk
Slated for Tonight

Could we endure college without
problems!
The SJS Geology Club tonight
Pniblems result quite naturally
will present a talk by Dr. Robert
from the frustration id’ needs or
Coleman of the United States
from conflicts between needs, acGeological Survey, speaking on
cording to the Student Counseling
"Serpentinites" at 7:30 in S258.
Center, headed by Dr. Bruce OgilA former mineralologist for the
vie.
Atomic Energy Commission from
The Counseling Center, designed
1952 to 1957, Dr. Coleman will
to help students with their probcompare serpentine deposits from
lems, has been at SJS for nine
Australia and New Zealand with
years.
those found in the FranciscanThe counseling process usually
Knoxville Formation of the Caliis one of discussing problems with
fornia Coast Range.
a counselor, considering their
*The way that serpentine forms
origin, considering alternate soluis still unknown," according to a
tions, and finally emerging with
spokesman for the Geology Club.
the solution or solutions which
"That’s why Dr. Coleman studied seem best.
the deposits in Australia and New
C’HOOSE OWN THERAPY
Zealand last year." he added.
Individual and group therapy are
Retreshments will be served
State’s Management
available. The student may
alter the meeting.
1.1,n iment and the t’ahhallia As the kinds of therapy he feek
at
Purelia,ing Ofbe most helpful.
ficers will (’ti-pons.ir the third
Counseling is based primarily’
,irtnun1 Public Purchasing Seminar
upon the idea that "talking some:;ittirtlay, in 5142.
thing out" will serve to clarify
A $4 registration fee will be TODAY:
the problems and feelings concernwaived for full-time students of
Model United Nations, 7 p.m., ing them.
purchasing, provided they register CH353.
The counselor will listen, anti
hy Thursday in LC213.
Women’s Field Hockey, 4:30 from time to time, he will interject
p.m., playing field near Music statements that may help the student understand himself
Building.
Counseling interviews are held
rehash; Dance Group, 7 p.m.,
usually once a week and are 50
Women’s Gym dance studio.
minutes in length.
A member of the International
Newman Club, 8 p.m., 79 S.
The total number of interview.
Council of Shopping Centers will Fifth St.
-peak tonight at the Real Estate
Neuman Club Moral Issues
utiful
tat Insurance Club meeting.
CIISPOS, 4:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.
Lindley II. Miller Jr., will disoes
for
El Circuit) Castellano, 7:30 p.m.,
ss "Shopping Center DevelopTnent," at the 8:30 p.m. meeting CI-1234.
SNA, 4 p.m., HB408.
:n E149.
Real Estate and Insurance Club,
8:30 p.m., E149.
Across from the
Rally ConunIttes, 3:30 p.m..
College Library on 4th
E132.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., StuSPARTAN
Mid-h001
dent Union.
- Wdgies
PARKING CENTER
United Campus Christian Felve yaw sizs
141 SO. 4TH ST.
lowship, 7 p.m., Campus Christian
CALL 297-1655
Center, 300 S. 10th St.
AAAAA to
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 696
81/2 to 12
.stn all repairs S. 5th St.
$9.95 to $24.95
TOMORROW:
ynti’re in classes
Women’s Tumbling, 4:30 p.m.
chow occounts
NO 1:11 AliGE FOR
WGIO.
Open thurs. ’til 9
Women’s Competitive SwimI’ KKING with hilw
ming, 4:30 p.m., Women’s Gym
and oil change
pool.
Economies Student Man., 7 p.m.,
SPARTAN
Cafeterial Room A.
Xi L SAN ANTONIO CYLSOWI
PARKING CENTER
%waves Ls Lir
Millet, 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.

Dr. 1. Richard Mewaldt, 05.00elate professor of zoology will
speak at the first 1963 Palo Alto
meeting of the Santa Clara Valley
Audubon Society.
The meeting will be held in the
Palo Alto Community Center, 1305
Middlefiekl Rd., tonight at 8.
Dr. Mewaldt will describe the
ability of White-Crowned and
Golden -Crowned Sparrows to navigate successfully over long distances, and will report on the progrew of his research in deterrnininc how it is done.

will be determined by the nature group wishes, although
of the ptoblein and the demand members may di,:continue an> tar,.
they wish.
.It lieu
1)!.
tor color...piing
UdPilt%.
FREE DISCUSSION
Group sessions are similar to inCONFIDENTIAL
All the interview material is dividual therapy in that the sm.
handled in confidence and it never dent is completely free to disci,
leaves tin Center unless especially whatever he wants.
It has been found that grip
requested by the client.
The group therapy consists of a sessions are especially useful in’
weekly meeting of four to eight discovering similarities and ditler-1
students, together with a coun- ences In individual feelings :mit
problems and in clarifying and
selor.
These meetings continue working through problems on in.
throughout the school year if the terpersonal relations.
e‘Wi:o:Vetelr140WrWroVAIOW,1401.4101,e,r,

FOLK

Purchasers Plan
Saturday Meet

1;nitars-Banjos-Lessons$

RENT TO LEARN

Spartaguide

Real Estate Club
Meets Tonight

BENNER MUSIC
1114 W. Soo Carlos
CY 7-7417
.":"."...r.,...tototer-rtes40100301400101.101010molosoWsrlow,r,r.,

Look For
Our Sign

8u1’9eP4 ISc
Fresh Ground Meat Used
Exclusively

Holiday 150 Burgers
4th & San Fernando Sts.
(Across

from Library)

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!

Roberts
HAS TO

4th St.

sBT000RK E

MOVE

AND HAS TO MOVE IN A

HURRY
If you buy itwe won’t have to move it

20" OFF
ON

EVERYTHING

NEW BOOKS
USED BOOKS
PAPERBACKS

OUTLINE SERIES
DESK SUPPLIES
SWEATSHIRTS

MI NOW --During A Limited Offer

Roberts

Sale ONLY at
4th St. store

.1-1iit

11.1’1.okt

125 S. 4th St

4th St. SBTOOORKE

Opposite the College Library

